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great challenge but a chance as well flexible demand for electricity hydrogen
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effects on the workforce

hydrogen as a next step for sustainable mobility

an essential factor is the renewable energy

change of current methods and ways costs connected to 

the delivery of electricity
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potential for future services necessary supply of renewable energy
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implications on the power sector

life cylce assessments
interaction with the environment
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setting direction through governmental affairs

supply chain

sustainability
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necessity to recast the legal framework …

… to facilitate – or rather enable – 

new business models and opportunities

role of the regulator

energy analysis E-mobility vs. alternatives

policy needs politics/governments

environmentally compatible battery technology

how to make the shift to e-mobility faster?

EU wide agreement of rules, standards, regulations various players with varying interests

is legislation keeping up with technology?
networked e-mobility on cross-industry value chains co-operation coordination

change of consumers perceptions – 

what can governments do? public funding for e-mobility

charging infrastructure in urban areas

collaboration is needed to tackle the challenges for a more sustainable mobility

urbanisation
electrification of mobility in city context

multi stakeholder processes

national and international environmental objectives

free space
urban mobility

urban logistics

roles of the car-OEMs and the infrastructure Providers

changing parking situation within city centers

proximity of charging points
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